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Visual Arts

WHAT ARE VISUAL ARTS?
As the name implies, visual arts are art forms that are primarily visual, including painting,
printmaking, and sculpture, among others. Although modern usage of the term “visual arts”
includes fine art as well as the applied and decorative arts. Crafts may or may not be considered
in this sphere for various reasons. Moreover, modern visual arts such as film and photography are
often seen as distinctive branches of the arts.

Before You Read
Work in pairs or small groups. Draw from your own experience to answer the following questions:
When you see a painting, what do you want to know about it? What do you usually look for first?
Here is a painting known throughout the world. Do you recognize this painting? How much do
you know about it and its creator?
Pair up with a partner to share your impressions of this painting and explain the reasons behind
your impressions.
Title:
a. The Crazy Man
b. The Scream
c. The Incredible
d. Nightmare
Artist:
a. Pablo Picasso
b. Vincent Van Gogh
c. Claude Monet
d. Edvard Munch
Country:
a. Norway
b. Spain
c. The Netherlands
d. USA
More: _____________________________________
__________________________________________
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Reading
Frida Kahlo
This name has resonated in the realm of painting for more than half a century after her
unfortunate passing. Frida Kahlo (1907-1954), renowned Mexican artist famous for her selfportraits, remains an iconic figure within Latin American fine art.
Anyone attempting to understand Frida Kahlo must not overlook
5 her brief, yet eventful personal life. Born three years ahead of
the Mexican Revolution, Kahlo remembered her childhood with
images of her mother ushering her and her sisters towards shelter
as gunfire echoed in her hometown, Coyoacán, Mexico. As a child,
Kahlo suffered from polio, and later unfortunately experienced
10 a serious car accident which forced her to be bedridden for long
periods throughout her life. The accident and subsequent multiple
operations stemming from this incident effectively rendered her
sterile; child bearing would prove to be impossible for her. She also suffered with excruciating
pain caused by a deformed right leg which was stunted after her bout with polio. Eventually,
15 this leg was amputated shortly before her death. “Feet, why do I need them if I have wings to
fly?” she wrote in her diary at the time.

20

Overall, Kahlo underwent more than 30 surgical procedures,
which in part helps explain why her later paintings are mostly
joyless self-portraits. “I paint self-portraits because I am so often
alone, because I am the person I know best” said Kahlo. Painting
was a cathartic experience for her during confinement in bed.

Kahlo was married to the famous Mexican muralist and painter
Diego Rivera. However, his infidelity added anguish to her
tormented life. Kahlo expressed these feelings in a 1937 painting,
Memory of the Heart , which symbolizes the intensity of her
25
pain, helplessness and despair through her lack of hands in the picture. Heartbroken after
her divorce from Rivera was settled, Kahlo once announced confidently “I will never accept
money from any man till [sic] I die” (Kahlo , p.52).
Kahlo’s paintings exhibit strong ‘Mexicanism’ or Mexican national consciousness. Bright colors
30 and dramatic symbolism can be observed in many of her works. She held several successful
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exhibitions overseas and received wide recognition within
her life time.
Her increasing prominence since her death is in large part
owing to an artistic movement in the early 1980s, when
35 values of contemporary Mexican culture became more
recognized. In many of her self-portraits, such as the 1943
Diego in My Thoughts (aka Self-portrait as a Tehuana
or Thinking of Diego ), Kahlo is dressed in traditional
Mexican costume. This particular work pictures her in the
40 Tehuana costume which Rivera loved so much.
Another famous painting based on the theme of her divorce is The Two Fridas , in which
she processes the emotions surrounding her separation and marital crisis. On the right is her
person respected and loved by her husband Rivera, wearing Tehuana costume and holding a
small portrait of him. The other Frida wears a more European white dress. The two women’s
45 hearts lie exposed, and are connected by just one artery. The rejected, European part of Frida
is in danger of bleeding to death (Kahlo , p.53).
In 1983, Kahlo’s story was brought to the silver screen through a feature titled Frida ,
naturaleza viva . The movie was a huge success. In 2009, her personal life was once again
portrayed in the novel The Lacuna by Barbara Kingsolver. Today, the name Frida Kahlo
50 represents more than a unique artistic genre. Her story continues to inspire contemporary
artists as well as gender-aware women throughout the world.
Kahlo quotes in the reading are from The Diary of Frida Kahlo: An Intimate Self-Portrait .

After You Read
Based on the reading, are the following sections true (T) or false (F) ?
1. _____ A work of visual art is subject to different perspectives.
2. _____ Frida Kahlo was born in the 19th century in Mexico.
3. _____ Frida Kahlo became internationally known when she had a serious car accident.
4. _____ Throughout her career, Frida painted many self-portraits because she was satisfied with
her appearance.
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5. _____ In paragraph 6, what does “her increasing prominence” mean?
a. Kahlo’s unfortunate divorce.
b. The artistic movement in the 1980s.
c. Kahlo’s growing fame as an artist.
d. Kahlo’s pride as a Mexican female painter.
6. _____ In the first paragraph, what does “This name has resonated in the realm of painting for
more than half a century after her unfortunate passing” imply?
a. It is unfortunate that Frida was in the realm of painting more than 50 years ago.
b. It has been more than 50 years since Frida Kahlo was reported on by the media.
c. Painters today think Frida’s unfortunate accident is the source of her creativity.
d. Painters today still have strong feelings when they hear Frida Kahlo’s name.
7. _____ In the last paragraph, what does “Today, the name Frida Kahlo represents more than a
unique artistic genre” imply?
a. Kahlo’s art marks an artistic period of time that influenced future painters.
b. Frida’s paintings are unique and are difficult for artists to imitate because so much time has
gone by.
c. Frida’s unique painting techniques have become popular now.
d. Frida is more famous today because of her sculpture.

Vocabulary Comprehension
General Vocabulary
This vocabulary is used for general purposes. Words with a * come from sections other than
Reading.
renowned

adj famous and admired for a special skill or achievement

iconic

adj

usher

v

to lead someone somewhere

polio

n

a serious infectious disease that mostly affects children; polio is a
short form of poliomyelitis

bedridden
render

very famous and well known, and believed to represent a
particular idea

adj to be confined to a sickbed
v

to cause to be or become
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excruciating

adj causing extreme physical pain

bout

n

an outbreak or attack (as in an illness)

amputate

v

to remove an appendage, i.e. someone’s arm, leg, hand, foot,
finger, or toe in a medical operation

undergo

v

to experience something, especially something that is unpleasant
but necessary

infidelity

n

marital disloyalty; adultery

torment

v

to make someone suffer severe physical or mental pain, often
deliberately

despair

n

the feeling that a situation is so bad that nothing you can do will
change it

prominence

n

the state of being important or well known

*appreciate

v

to recognize the good or special qualities of something or someone

*acquire

v

to get

ESP Vocabulary
This vocabulary is commonly used in the field of creative industries. Words with a * come from sections
other than Reading.

006

to produce or be filled with a deep clear sound that continues for a
long time; here it means to receive recognition

resonate

v

cathartic

adj

purification or purging of emotions usually through the creation
of art

muralist

n

a person who creates images on walls; a person who paints murals

artery

n

one of the tubes in your body that carries blood from your heart to
the rest of your body

portray

v

to show or describe someone or something in a particular way

*replica

n

an accurate copy of something

*auction

n

a public sale when things are sold to the people who offer the most
money for them; an auction house is a firm that conducts auctions

*auctioneer

n

a person who conducts auctions by accepting bids and declaring
goods “sold”

*auction house

n

a company that runs auctions
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*bid

v

to offer a price for something, especially at an auction

*bidder

n

someone who makes bids for something

*commission

n

an extra amount of money that you earn in your job every time
you sell a product or get a new customer

*monetary

1

adj in terms of money; expressed as currency or legal tender

*aficionado

n

a person who knows a lot about and appreciates a particular
interest or activity

*provenance

n

a place of origin, especially for art works or architecture

Expressions
in the realm of

in a particular area of knowledge, experience, interest, etc

be in large part owing
to

to be largely because of

the silver screen

the industry of making movies, usually with respect to Hollywood

*on (someone/
something)’s behalf

to act as a representative of or a proxy for someone or something;
to act in the interest or benefit of someone

Exercise
Fill in the following blanks with the vocabulary from the box, and make changes if necessary.
Each word is used once.
prominence

replica

despair

undergo

amputation

resonate

bedridden

appreciate

owe a big part

excruciating

1.	The original statue of David by Michelangelo has thousands of _______________ in the
world, mostly sold as souvenirs.
2. Burn victims suffer from _______________ pain as they recover.
3.	Kahlo has been _______________ for long periods of her life because of a car accident.
4.	In Taiwan, teaching children how to _______________ art works is an increasingly
popular subject today compared to many years ago.
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5. A famous artist’s success often _______________ to years of hard work long before his/her
recognition.
6. Cai Guoqiang ( 蔡國強 ) is a Chinese artists well-known for working with gunpowder to
create visual artworks. He _______________ no formal training with explosives yet conducted
innumerable experiments with different explosives before becoming famous.
7. Like all good art, the best of them _______________ with us because they offer lessons about
life or indicate a specific cultural moment or give us pause to transcend our busy lives and
stimulate the imagination.
8. _______________ is always the last choice for frostbite patients, because once a hand or leg is
gone, it is permanent.
9. Driven to the depths of _______________, Max attempts suicide, only to be saved by his
roommate.
10.It was not until after his death that Vincent van Gogh rose to international _______________
as a talented painter.

Corpus
It is often useful to consult a corpus, a collection of standard and accurate written or spoken texts,
to find out how words are frequently used. This section introduces Corpus of Contemporary
American English (COCA), containing more than 410 million words from spoken language,
popular magazines, fiction, newspapers and academic texts. A corpus like COCA provides usage
of common collocations. Follow the step-by-step instructions below to find out how foot the bill is
used in real-world English.
The Corpus of Contemporary American English (COCA) is an ideal database that can help us find
adjectives that are often used before a particular noun.
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Step-by-Step Instruction
1. Visit COCA at http://www.americancorpus.org (free registration).
2. In the DISPLAY area, click on POS LIST. POS means part of speech.
3. We want to look for adjectives, so let’s choose adj.ALL from the POS list.
4. You should now see [j*] in the WORD(S) box, as the image below shows.

5. Next, in SECTIONS, let’s choose MAG: Soc/Arts. This will narrow down our search to social/
arts-related content in magazines.
6. Lastly, type a word of your choice after [j*], such as painting or sculpture. In the following
image, we use the word painting as an example. Click SEARCH.
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7. There should be around 100 search results, each with a different adjective before the word
painting. On TOT column on the right, the numbers indicate how many sentences there are for
the word pair. You can click the number and see all of them.

This search method lets us see that there is a wide variety of painting types. By repeating the step
by-step instructions with different search words, e.g. sculpture, you will discover that each kind of
visual artwork can be divided into many smaller categories.

Tasks
Speaking
After you appreciate a piece of art work, you might want to share your feelings or perspectives with
other people. Using precise adjectives helps express your feelings effectively.
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Techniques and Usages: Describing a Painting
Using appropriate adjectives before the objects of a painting you are describing can help your
listeners picture the image. The details can include space (where things are), overall coloring (warm
or cold), objects, painting techniques (bold, careful, etc), among others. Use The Two Fridas as an
example:
To describe the relative location/position of an object:
There are two women in the picture.
The left one is dressed...
The right one wears...
To describe the features of the object:
The woman on the right is dressed in Tehuana costume, with a blue blouse and an olive-green
long skirt.
The woman on the left is wearing a European dress, with delicate embroidery.
They are sitting on a long bench.
The two women's hearts are exposed, connected by a thin vein.
To express your ideas behind the painting:
I can sense that Frida was confused when she was painting The Two Fridas because...
From the color of the clouds, I think Frida was sad while painting The Two Fridas because...

Exercise
Work with a partner. Take turns describing Edvard Munch’s The Scream, the painting in the
Before You Read section of this lesson. In your description, use adjectives to present the details
of all the objects and background.

Writing
Describing and Criticizing Artworks
While artists themselves often resort to positive writing about their works, their audience—who
can be appreciating the same works at any given place and point of time—might be more critical.
We can learn to appreciate a piece of artwork with critical viewpoints. This type of writing is called
review, or more formally, critique .
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Writing Techniques
An art critique may be organized in several ways depending on what the writing aims to do and
who will be reading it. A few generalized sections are: 1) description, 2) analysis, 3) interpretation,
and 4) judgment. Use the following questions as your guidelines to start your review of a piece of
artwork you are interested in. Answer these questions as if you are trying to explain your views to
people who have not seen the art.
Section 1: Description—primary information
Who or what is the subject?
What medium is used or, if multimedia, what media are used?
What other supporting elements are there beyond the subjects? Describe the
relationships between these supporting elements and the subjects.
What do you think the subject’s role is?
What information does the subject tell you?
Section 2: Analysis—use of elements and design
What elements do you see in the subject?
What materials did the artist use to make this painting?
How does the medium or media used contribute or detract from the composition?
Where was the artist standing when he/she made this image?
Was the artist far from or close to the subject? How can you tell?
What do the lines in the painting look like? Careful, bold, soft, light, heavy?
Are the colors warm or cool?
What is the overall color temperature in your opinion?
Is this picture similar to any one you saw in the past?
Section 3: Interpretation—synthesis and message
Why do you think the artist painted/made/drew this work?
Do the colors make you feel a particular way?
Why do you think the artist chose to represent his/her subject this way?
Why do you think the artist chose these materials to make this painting?
Why do you think the lines are bold/soft/light/heavy?
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Would the message have been the same if the artist had used different
colors/media/techniques?
Section 4: Judgment—substantiated opinion
What have you learned from looking at this work?
Did you like this work?
Would you like to know more about this artist, or even meet him/her?
What feeling does this work give you?
Are the feelings positive (e.g. warmth, delight, passion) or negative (e.g. fury, depression,
anger)?
Organize your answers into passages and share your review with a partner. Does your partner
understand your points? If not, ask your partner to explain why and revise your passage.

ESP Focus
Famous visual art works have many replicas around the world. These may look identical to the
originals, however, as reproductions their monetary value is much lower than the originals. Most
original visual art works are collected by a wide array of art appreciators, from national museums
to private galleries and art aficionados. One channel for acquiring original fine art is at auction.
Some well-known auctioneers, or auction houses, such as Bloomsbury, Christie’s, and Sotheby’s,
release information about the details and estimated prices of the items to be sold in their upcoming
events.
Participants in an auction, called bidders, may or may not know the identities or actions of other
participants. Bidders may participate in person or remotely through agents acting on the buyer’s
behalf via telephone and the Internet. The seller usually pays a commission to the auctioneer based
on a percentage of the final sale price.

Exercise
1. Form groups of 4. The members of each group need to agree on an item (ideally art-related)

for auction by the rest of the class. You need to know as much as possible about the item’s
provenance, also known as the history of a piece from factual records. Some aspects of
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provenance are shown below along with a list of basic descriptors.

Item for auction

: __________________

Creator/painter

: __________________

Original price/base price

: __________________

Year of production

: __________________

Purchase location

: __________________

Weight

: __________________

Dimension (W x H x D cm) : __________________
History of the item (previous owners/collectors and exhibitions)
__________________________________________________
__________________________________________________
__________________________________________________
__________________________________________________
Other details : ______________________________________
__________________________________________________
2. Research the following common auction methods at home, and decide which method your

group wants to use for auctioning your item. Prepare your own rules for the auction, if
necessary.
Auction Type

Definition and procedures

Open ascending price
auction
Open descending price
auction
Sealed first price
auction
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3. Before the auction begins, discuss which method to use and how much funds each group

can utilize for participating in the auction.
4. Begin the auction. When one group hosts the auction, the other groups act as bidders or

agents representing private collectors or museums. Each group presents photo(s) of the item
with a detailed description. The other groups bid the item.

Did you know?
What is the largest insurance fee ever paid for
a painting?
One may argue that art is priceless, and many

How
much am
I worth?

famous paintings are insured for huge amounts
of money! The painting Mona Lisa (La Gioconda
16th c) by Leonardo da Vinci, according to the
Guinness Book of Records, was assessed for
insurance purposes before it was lent by the
French government to the United States for
display in New York and Washington DC. It was
valued at US$100 million before the 1962-63 tour,
which translated to US$645 million in 2005.
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